This is Issue 5 of Health Environments Research & Design's (HERD) Volume 10, completing a decade of publication. Some readers will notice that this is the fifth issue from a quarterly journal-this will be a one-time adjustment, so that our future volumes will coincide with calendar years. We are justifiably proud of our success; not all journals survive the fierce pressure of the publication marketplace. This is a time for HERD to celebrate! We celebrate with our international pool of authors and reviewers who have contributed to our success. We are grateful for authors who have cited HERD's papers and contributed to our growing impact factor (which doubled in the past year). We are grateful for the support we get from SAGE, our highly regarded publisher, and from our sponsor, the California nonprofit Center for Health Design. We are especially excited to be adding a third co-editor, Naomi Sachs, PhD, who will be working with us from her new role at Cornell University after 3 exceptional years as our editorial assistant (see her first editorial in this issue). We are also happy to have found a new, capable Editorial Assistant, Hans Linsenbardt.
But we are most proud of the role HERD has played over the past 10 years as an advocate for research-informed design of facilities influencing health. We have been strong advocates for an evidence-based design process and contributed to dialogue in the field about the role of research evidence in design. Further, our fundamental mission is to publish research and theory associated with health environments, and we have thus made a modest yet significant contribution to the evolving field.
A scholar friend once said a field could not exist without a scholarly journal allowing faculty a place to publish and develop a recognizable body of knowledge. Without such a journal, they would need to pursue a different path to have a future at a university. We believe HERD has fulfilled that role, serving faculty and researchers interested in health environments. In addition, we conceived of HERD as a journal equally suited to scholars and practitioners. The idea has been to introduce the findings from serious research to design practitioners, thus enabling advances in designing with evidence. In addition to scholars, scientists, and researchers, the audience for HERD includes architects, landscape architects, interior designers, engineers, and constructors, along with physicians, nurses, and health professionals of all sorts. HERD continues to welcome submissions from the full international range of potential authors and subscribers.
We look forward to the next exciting decade of publication and continued interaction with the diverse field. Keep an eye out for Volume 11.1 early next year! D. Kirk Hamilton, FAIA, FACHA, EDAC Julie & Craig Beale Endowed Professor of Health Facility Design, College of Architecture, Texas A&M University
